
Now there’s a new Badger
Spreader with morecapacity and
a guarantee that can’t be beat!
Foryears manufacturers of manure
spreaders have bragged about

struck capacity The 3260 holds
260 bushels heaped and 166cu ft
struck.heaped capacities That’sfine, as

long as you’re handlingmanure that
can be heaped Therefore our cost per cubic

foot is lessl
But today, more farmers are
working with liquid and semi-solid
manure And no matter how hard
you try, you just can't make a pile
out of soup

But Badger puts more in their
spreaders than just space There’s
treated wood sides and floor that
won’teverrustout Unitized
welded frame and reinforced
undercarriage
BADGER SPREADERS ARE SO
STRONG, THEIR WOOD SIDES
AND FLOOR ARE GUARANTEED
FOR AS LONG AS YOU
OWN THEM.

That’s why Badger designed their
new 8N3210 and 8N3260 Manure
Spreaders with extra struck level
capacity The 3210 has a 220
bushel heaped capacity, 143cu ft
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And Badger Spreaders can be
customized with exciting options
like 1000RPM PTO, hydraulic
liquid end gate, top beaterand
two great aprons in 667 X pintle
chain orT-BarType
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The Badger Souper-Trail Lagoon
Agitator/Pump for long reach...
fast agitation andfast fill.

Now you can pump solid or
liquid manure from storage
basins quickly and efficiently
without the need for ramps or
docks.

That’s right. The Badger Souper-Trail Agitator/Pump is a
powerful, rugged and versatile piece of equipment. It transports
easily behind your tractor.

The Souper-Trail is easy to position and can be used in any depth
lagoon. And its long reach and high capacity pumping allows for
fast economic agitation of large manure basins. It will quickly fill
even the largest manure tank.

Other features include a special chopper blade rotating ahead of
the impeller housing. The heavy-duty hydraulic controlled spout
breaks up large clumps and surface crust. Mixes settled solids.

Your dealer has two Souper-Trail models available for use with
either 540or 1000 tractors. See him now and count on him for all
your manure handlingsystem needs.

Talk to
the man

who
knows

The best built, fastest and easiest
unloading spreaders money can buy!
, You convert to a liquid manure
system to save time and labor and
increase the overall efficiency of your
operation.

You don’t want to buy short when
it comes to unloading and spreading
equipment. And that’s where the
Badger 8700L, 5800L, and 3900L
vacuum tanks come in. These husky
vacuum spreader tanks unload fast.
Cuts field and tractor time. 8700L
and 5800 L feature rugged “walking
tandems” that make spreading
easier, even in rough fields. 5800L
and 8700 L tanks are also available in
models with spreader capabilities.

The Badger 11000L...f0r BIG jobs.
Here’s a tank with time saving
capacity. 3000 gallons big, it means
fewer trips with less labor. Sup-
ported by two pairs of large flotation
tires, the Badger 11000 L literally
floats over plowed fields or rour'
roads. Other features include f(
length skid supports, extra hea
“A” frame tongue, hydraulic contr'
and a tractor actuated braki
system.

No agitation job is too tough for the
Souper MixBlender!

Now you can quickly restore that
heavily crusted and weed covered
manure basin to a free-flowing slurry
for easy pumping.

The Souper Mix Blender is built
tough to last with rugged con-
struction throughout. Features large
agressive propeller with strong 3
point hitch.

See your Badger dealer now. Ask
him for his ideas on how to achieve
efficient profitable manure
management inyour operation.
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